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I

n today’s challenging economy, companies facing enhanced global competition struggle more and more to
reduce their costs and improve efficiency. In this regard, opportunities to reap large productivity gains through
identification of waste and inefficiency in logistical systems are increasingly recognised as a source of competitive
advantage.
Left unmanaged, your packaging and logistical costs will escalate without any rational explanation. The
management of returnable packaging involves measuring and then improving three important cost drivers: cost
per use, returnable packaging asset utilization and average days in cycle.
The specific advantages that reusable packaging offers include:
•

Reduces total cost - returnable packaging eliminates the recurring costs. Even if the initial investment can
be higher, over a period of time, the cost of returnable packaging system is much less than that of expendable
one-way packaging.

•

Improves product protection - All reusable containers and pallets are constructed to sustain heavy loads
and to provide excellent resistance to impact.

•

Improves workers safety – Featuring clever handling systems such as special handles and smooth grasping
areas, these packaging systems prevent the workers from getting injured.

•

Improves housekeeping and helps maintain the warehouses clean – No dust, dirt, splinters or residuals
left behind.

•

Improves Production Efficiency – Better ordered production area with improved inventory control, better
product flow and more efficient running.

•

Fit for Purpose – Modern plastic packaging systems feature elements such as attached lids, traceability
option, bar-code labels which suit specific industries.

•

Improves corporate image – Returnable Packaging can be manufactured in the owners company colour
and carry their name and logotype printed or embossed thus giving them a more professional profile and
improving customer satisfaction.

Logistic Packaging is dedicated to its customers interests providing industrial packaging solutions that reduce
total logistic costs. We are committed to offer our customers the best experience in the market segment we serve
by offering innovative products and returnable packaging solutions. We are keen on meeting your needs by
developing both standard and specially adjusted packing solutions for your business.
Having a deep understanding of our customers’ supply and distribution chain is crucial and enables us to identify
and implement efficient packing systems.
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Stackable Containers
The stackable plastic containers are produced from virgin
material and are designed for industrial use. Featuring
optimized internal dimensions, our stackable plastic boxes
are multi-purpose and used in all industrial sectors. From
internal handling, storage, internal usage in production
area, to transportation and distribution, these containers
are essential in every logistic flow.
We can personalize all stackable boxes using screen printing
or hot printing technology. We can provide complete
packaging solutions that include internal dividers and
inlayers such as thermoformed trays, foam, corrugated
plastic and textile materials.

Our range of stackable plaatic containers include:
Galia Containers

VDA-KLT Containers

EURO Containers

The Galia containers were
designed and approved by French
Odette organization. These plastic
boxes are assigned universal
references such as: Galia 6432,
Galia 6422, Galia 4322, Galia 4312
and Galia 3212. Robust and strong,
these containers are designed for
heavy-duty applications and can
sustain heavy loads.

Our KLT containers are designed
and approved by German VDA
organization. Originally created
for German automotive market,
these KLT boxes have become
a
standard
multi-purpose
packaging throughout the world’s
industries. It can be used for
intensive handling, the static load
goes up to 20 kg while the stack
load can reach 600 kg.

The stackable plastic containers
fully comply with the European
quality and technical standards.
The base (footprint) dimensions
are compatible with the euro
pallet surface therefore forming
packing units consisting in
pallets, boxes and pallet covers.
Sturdy, stable and easy to clean,
these plastic stackable EURO
containers represent the standard
packing solution in the returnable
transport packaging field.
It can be fitted with internal
dividers and trays, label holders
and personalized by screen
printing or hot printing.

Galia plastic boxes can be
personalized through hot or silk
printing and come with an Odette
integrated label holder.

All VDA-KLT containers feature
integrated label holders on both
short and long side.
Galia plastic boxes can be
personalized through hot or silk
printing and come with an Odette
integrated label holder.

Replacing one-way packaging
with reusable/multi-use plastic
euro boxes can provide significant
savings to your company.
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LP-ST-1322

LP-ST-4323

LP-ST-P-4322

LP-ST-P-6432

Euro Containers
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-ST-12423

1200x400x230

1154x350x215

3.84

Blue

LP-ST-1423

1000x400x230

955x366x208

3.3

Grey

LP-ST-1412

1000x400x120

958x360x97

2.5

Grey

LP-ST-1322

1000x300x213

962x262x211

2

Grey

LP-ST-8428

800x400x280

748x348x265

3.40

Blue

LP-ST-8427

800x400x265

748x348x250

3.15

Blue

LP-ST-8642

800x600x420

760x560x410

5.8

Grey

LP-ST-8632

800x600x320

760x560x310

4.7

Grey

LP-ST-8622

800x600x220

760x560x210

3.9

Grey

Product reference
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Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-ST-6445

600x400x450

551x353x427

3.5

Blue, Grey

LP-ST-6434

600x400x340

551x353x318

2.8

Blue, Grey

LP-ST-6429

600x400x290

552x354x268

2.5

Blue, Grey

LP-ST-6423

600x400x230

555x357x208

2.2

Blue

LP-ST-6417

600x400x175

556x356x153

2

Blue

LP-ST-6412

600x400x120

555x357x92

1.4

Blue, Grey

LP-ST-4329

400x300x290

355x255x274

1.4

Blue

LP-ST-4323

400x300x230

355x256x216

1.2

Grey

LP-ST-4317

400x300x175

356x256x163

0.95

Grey

LP-ST-4312

400x300x120

355x255x107.5

0.75

Grey

LP-ST-3229

300x200x290

255x155x277.5

0.81

Blue

LP-ST-3212

300x200x120

255x155x107

0.41

Grey

Accessories - Lids for Eurocontainers
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VDA-KLT Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-FKLT-6410

600x400x280

534x357x257

3.4

Blue

LP-RL-KLT-6280

600x400x280

544x359x262

2.7

Blue

LP-RL-KLT-6147

600x400x147

544x364x109.5

2.1

Blue

LP-RL-KLT-4280

400x300x280

345x260x262

1.7

Blue

LP-RL-KLT-4147

400x300x147

345x260x129.5

1

Blue

LP-RL-KLT-3147

300x200x147

243x162x129.5

0.6

Blue

LP-R-KLT-6429

600x400x280

544x265x242

3

Blue

LP-R-KLT-6415

600x400x147

544x359x129.5

1.8

Blue

LP-R-KLT-4329

400x300x147

346x265x109.5

1.3

Blue

LP-R-KLT-4315

400x300x147

346x265x109.5

1.3

Blue

LP-R-KLT-3215

300x200x147

243x162x129.5

0.57

Blue

LP-R-KLT-4329

LP-FKLT-4610
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Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-RL-KLT-6280

C-KLT series

Packaging Solutions

Galia Containers
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-GA-6432

594x396x314

560x362x294

3

Yellow

LP-GA-6422

594x396x214

560x362x194

2.4

Green

LP-GA-4322

396x297x214

362x263x194

1.5

Beige

LP-GA-4312

396x297x114

362x263x94

1

Orange

LP-GA-3212

297x197x114

263x163x94

0.6

Beige

Product reference

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-GA-6432

LP-GA-4212

LP-GA-3212

LP-GA-4322
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Stack-Nest Containers
The stack-nest containers are a popular and broadly used
solution for material handling. Thanks to their shape, these
stack-nest boxes can be stacked either one on top of the
other or nested when empty in order to save space. The
nesting ratio can go up to 70%.

Our range of stack-nest containers include:
Standard Stack-Nest
Containers

Bale-Arm Containers

Attached Lid Containers

Bread and Bakery Crates

Our standard stack-nest containers
come in various dimensions and
color versions. The base and
side walls can be either solid or
perforated. They are compatible
with all automated conveyor
systems and are used in different
applications such as storage,
distribution, picking and internal
handling.

Our assortment of Bale-Arm
containers are produced from
high-quality virgin material. The
side plastic arms enable safe
and stable stacking. The position
of the plastic arms allow these
plastic boxes to be stacked or
nested thus saving up to 70% of
the initial space. Their vast area
of applications include: retail,
distribution, agriculture and food
processing.

Featuring a robust and innovative
design,
attached
lid
and
sealing option, the attached lid
containers are ideal for storing
and transporting your company’s
goods. This type of plastic
boxes is perfect for distribution
applications in a wide range
of industrial sectors such as:
pharmaceuticals, textile products,
automotive spare parts and so on.
Its special hinges assure safe and
permanent lid fixing while as
compatible seals maximizes the
content safety.

Plastic bread and bakery crates are
used for both storage and delivery
containers have become standard
in this type of industry and are
currently used by large companies
to handle bread, bakery and pastry
products.

This type of plastic boxes have
become a standard packaging
solution for industrial sectors like
pharma, automotive, agriculture,
food processing. Our stack-nest
crates are approved for food
contact and can be used for
storing goods in cold chambers.

The base and side walls are
perforated in order to prevent
water retention and assure proper
ventilation. This reduces the risk of
content alteration.

The attached lid boxes’ design
enables safe and stable stacking.
The smooth surface of their base
makes them perfect for automated
conveyor systems.
Nesting the crates when empty
will save up to 70% of the original
space.
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Bread and Bakery Crates
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-BK-6517

640x540x172

625x524x145

1.8

Green

LP-BK-6512

640x540x121

627x527x78

1.7

Green

LP-BK-6510

640x540x92

627x527x50

1.5

Green

LP-BK-6415

635x445x153

592x400x120

1.6

Green

Product reference

LP-BK-6415

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-BK-6512

Bale-Arm Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-BA-6419

599x403x199

571x377x175

1.6

Red

LP-BA-6417

600x400x167

577x377x143

1.5

Green

LP-BA-4320

400x300x200

544x364x109.5

1

Orange

LP-SN-P-6418

LP-BA-7515

LP-BA-7524
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Standard Stack-Nest Containers
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-SN-R-6435

600x400x355

515x315x330

3

Grey

LP-SN-R-6432

600x400x320

570x370x304

2.4

Grey

LP-SN-R-6424

600x400x240

570x370x225

2.3

Grey

LP-SN-R-6419

600x400x190

570x370x175

1.9

Red

LP-SN-R-6415

600x400x150

500x340x140

1.7

Blue

LP-SN-R-6414

600x400x140

570x370x135

1.7

Grey

LP-SN-P-6435

600x400x355

515x315x330

2.9

Black

LP-SN-P-6432

600x400x340

570x370x304

2.4

Grey

LP-SN-P-6424

600x400x240

570x370x225

1.9

Grey

LP-SN-P-6423

600x400x230

500x340x220

1.8

Grey

LP-SN-P-6419

600x400x190

570x370x175

1.8

Grey

LP-SN-P-6418

620x410x180

595x390x175

1.8

Black

LP-SN-P-6415

600x400x150

500x340x140

1.3

Blue

LP-SN-P-6414

600x400x140

570x370x135

1.4

Grey

Product reference
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Weight (kg)

LP-SN-P-6418

LP-SN-P-6432

LP-SN-R-6414

LP-SN-R-6432

Color
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Attached Lid Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

LP-ALC-3219

300x200x190

239x166x153

1.5

LP-ALC-8654-S

800x600x540

742x651x378

10.2

LP-ALC-8644-S

800x600x440

742x651x378

9

LP-ALC-8644

800x600x440

742x651x378

8.2

LP-ALC-8634

800x600x340

741x561x278

7

LP-ALC-6444

600x400x440

534x366397

3.8

LP-ALC-6434

600x400x340

534x366x297

3.4

LP-ALC-6429

600x400x290

534x366x247

3.2

LP-ALC-6424

600x400x240

534x366x197

3

LP-ALC-4334

400x300x340

338x266x298

1.8

LP-ALC-4329

400x300x290

338x266x248

1.7

LP-ALC-4324

400x300x240

338x266x198

1.6

LP-ALC-4324-1

Color
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

LP-ALC-8634-1

LP-ALC-6424-1

LP-ALC-6444
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Foldable Small Containers
Our new generation of foldable small containers is robust,
safe, stable and easy to handle. Their integrated label
holder makes content easy to identify and manage. The
folding ratio can go up to 85%, thus allowing important
cost savings on return transport and storage. These foldable
plastic boxes feature a special secure locking system of the
side walls thus making stacking very stable. The content is
always protected and the risk of accidents is considerably
diminished.
Unlike standard boxes, the foldable crates have low
maintenance costs thanks to being built from several
components. In case of damage, we can provide you
replacement parts so that you can easily repair and not
throw away the entire container.
Our foldable totes are used in various industrial segments
such as automotive, retail, distribution, agriculture etc. We
offer several quality printing options upon request.

Our range of foldable small containers include:
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Foldable Crates for
Fruits and Vegetables

Foldable Plastic Containers

Foldable Galia boxes

These foldable plastic boxes are designed for
handling fruits and vegetables and are used
in various applications in agriculture and retail
sector. Retail companies such as supermarkets
and hypermarkets use this type of foldable
containers to move the goods from their
warehouse to the selling area.
The OW range is ideal for display purposes and
small load handling while as the FV assortment
is designed for heavy-duty and intensive
handling. The FV range feature safety handles
and locks and can be used for distributing,
displaying and storing fruits and vegetables.
The perforated base and side walls prevent
water retention and facilitate air circulation,
thus reducing the risk of content alteration.

Logistic Packaging provides a wide assortment
of dimensions and color versions for foldable
plastic containers. Featuring solid walls,
optimized dimensions and safe side walls
locking systems, these foldable boxes are the
perfect packaging solution that help your
company reduce the total logistic costs. Our
foldable plastic containers can be equipped
with internal dividers and inlayers such as
thermoformed or vacuumed trays, foam trays
or textile dividing systems etc.

Our foldable Galia containers are approved
by the Odette organization and represent the
French automotive packaging standard. These
foldable Galia boxes feature an integrated
label holder and can be printed with you
company logo upon request. The maximized
folding ratio enables important cost savings
for the return transport and storage.

Packaging Solutions

Foldable Crates for Fruits and Vegetables
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

LP-FSC-OW-5416

500x400x160

LP-FSC-OW-5318

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

476x376x155

0.62

Blue

500x350x180

476x326x177

0.64

Blue

LP-FSC-OW-5316

500x300x160

476x276x155

0.55

Red

LP-FSC-OW-5311

500x300x110

476x276x107

0.47

Blue

LP-FSC-OW-4314

400x300x145

376x276x140

0.45

Green

LP-FSC-FV-6422

600x400x220

570x370x210

1.9

Green

LP-FSC-FV-6418

600x400x180

570x370x170

1.7

Green

LP-FSC-FV-6416

600x400x156

570x370x146

1.5

Red

LP-FSC-FV-6412

600x400x117

570x370x107

1.3

Blue

LP-FSC-OW-5416-1

LP-FSC-FV-6412

LP-FSC-OW-5316-1

LP-FSC-FV-6422
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Foldable Plastic Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-FSC-8647

800x600x465

760x560x450

10.3

Blue

LP-FSC-8423

800x400x230

759x362x213

3

Blue

LP-FSC-6429

600x400x290

559x362x274

2.9

Blue

LP-FSC-6427

600x400x270

560x362x254

2.9

Grey

LP-FSC-6423

600x400x230

559x362x211

2.6

Blue

LP-FSC-8423

LP-FSC-6429-1

LP-FSC-8647

Foldable Galia boxes
Product reference

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-FG-6433

594x396x314

560x362x294

3.5

Orange

LP-FG-6423

594x396x214

560x362x194

2.4

Green

LP-FG-4323

396x297x214

360x263x194

1.5

Brown

LP-FG-6422
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External
dimensions(mm)

LP-FG-4322

LP-FG-6433
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Storage bins
The plastic storage bins from Logistic Packaging are designed
and developed for efficient use of the storage space. They
provide practical ways to identify and access the content.
Ideal for small components management, our modular bins
can be used along with special shelves that provide rigorous
inventory of small parts. Made of top quality material, these
plastic trays and storage bins ensure stability and resistance
to mechanical shocks and scratches.

Our range of storage bins include:
Storage bins and cabinets

The plastic storage bins from Logistic Packaging are
compatible with shelves and stacking systems. Their
optimized dimensions allow using the storage boxes in
any combination.

Storage trays

Our storage modular trays are made from high quality
material and are compatible with storage shelves and
cabinets. They provide easy access to content and
ensure safe and efficient management of small parts in
industry and commerce.
Available accessories for modular trays:
- Length or width dividers (in order to divide internal
space according to specific needs);
- Safety handle, detachable (to support and ensure the
modular tray in tilted position);
- Dust Lid (to protect the content from the action of
external factors: dust, dirt, damage)
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Storage bins and cabinets
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-MB-5031-20

500x315x200

450x280x190

1

Blue, Red

LP-MB-3521-15

350x210x150

300x185x140

0.41

Blue, Red

LP-MB-3115-12

315x150x125

275x130x115

0.26

Blue, Red

LP-MB-2315-12

230x150x125

200x130x115

0.2

Blue, Red

LP-MB-2110-75

215x100x75

185x85x65

0.09

Blue, Red

LP-MB-1610-75

160x100x75

140x85x65

0.07

Blue, Red

LP-MB-1610-75

LP-MB-3521-15

LP-MT-5023-9

LP-MB-2315-12

LP-MB-5031-20

LP-MT-5016-9

LP-MT-4016-9

Storage trays
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-MT-6023-14

600x234x140

571x216x138

3

Blue

LP-MT-6023-9

600x234x90

571x216x88

2.4

Blue

LP-MT-6016-9

600x156x90

571x138x88

2.3

Blue

Product reference
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Weight (kg)

Color

Packaging Solutions

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-MT-6012-9

600x117x90

571x99x88

1.9

Blue

LP-MT-5023-14

500x234x140

471x216x138

1.7

Blue

LP-MT-5023-9

500x234x90

471x216x88

1.7

Blue

LP-MT-5016-9

500x156x90

471x138x88

2.9

Blue

LP-MT-5012-9

500x117x90

471x99x88

2.4

Blue

LP-MT-4023-14

400x234x140

371x216x138

1.9

Blue

LP-MT-4023-9

400x234x90

371x216x88

1.8

Blue

LP-MT-4016-9

400x156x90

371x138x88

1.8

Blue

LP-MT-4012-9

400x234x140

271x216x138

1.8

Blue

LP-MT-3023-14

300x234x140

271x216x138

1.3

Blue

LP-MT-3023-9

300x234x90

271x216x88

1.4

Blue

LP-MT-3016-9

300x156x90

271x138x88

0.3

Blue

LP-MT-3012-9

300x117x90

271x99x88

0.3

Blue

Product reference

LP-MT-ACC -1

LP-MT-ACC - 2

LP-MT-ACC - 3

LP-MT-ACC - 4
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ESD Containers
Our ESD plastic containers are a popular solution for
handling electronic components. These boxes protect
sensitive parts from electrostatic discharges. They are used
in production area as well as for delivering goods to clients.
Logistic Packaging can offer complete logistic solutions; we
can design, produce and offer various types of ESD totes,
ESD in layers and dividers and also ESD primary packaging.

Our range of ESD containers include:
ESD-VDA Containers

ESD Foldable Containers

ESD EURO Containers

The VDA KLT containers are
recognized as being the German
standard in automotive. They are
approved by the VDA organization
and can be produced out of PP or
ESD material.

The ESD foldable containers are
ideal for transporting electronic
parts on distances greater than
400 km. In addition to protecting
sensitive electronic content, these
ESD foldable boxes can be folded
down when empty thus reducing
up to 80% of its original volume.
This leads to important cost
savings when storing empty and
transporting the goods in a closed
logistic loop.

Available in a wide range of
dimensions, these electrically
conductive EURO containers are
produced from ESD material. Their
dimensions are EURO standardized
thus compatible with 1200x800
plastic pallets. The ESD EURO
boxes offer protection against
electrostatic discharges, dust and
vibration. We can offer you various
compatible accessories for ESD
packaging such as: ESD textile
dividers, ESD foam dividers, ESD
corrugated plastic dividers and
boxes, ESD lids and label holders.

The
ESD
VDA-KLT
boxes
protect electronic parts from
being irreversibly damaged by
electrostatic discharges. The ESD
KLT totes feature integrated label
holder, ergonomic handles, robust
and strong design and can be
used for storing, assembling and
transporting sensitive electronic
components.
The most popular ESD VDA
references are: VDA-R-KLT 6129,
VDA-R-KLT 6115, VDA-R-KLT 4129,
VDA-R-KLT 4115, VDA-R-KLT 3115.
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Logistic Packaging can offer
complete logistic solutions, we can
design, produce and offer various
types of ESD foldable totes with
standard or adapted dimensions,
ESD in layers and dividers made of
antistatic or conductive materials
such as textile or foam and also
ESD primary packaging.

Packaging Solutions

LP-ESD-R-KLT-4115

LP-ESD-R-KLT-4129

LP-ESD-R-KLT-6129

ESD-VDA Containers
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-ESD-R-KLT-6129

594x396x280

544x364x242

3.3

Black

LP-ESD-R-KLT-6115

594x396x148

544x364x110

2.3

Black

LP-ESD-R-KLT-4129

396x297x280

346x265x242

2

Black

LP-ESD-R-KLT-4115

396x297x148

346x265x130

1.4

Black

LP-ESD-R-KLT-3115

297x198x148

243x162x130

0.6

Black

Product reference

LP-ESD-R-KLT-LID-3020

LP-ESD-R-KLT-LID-4030

LP-ESD-R-KLT-LID-6040
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ESD Foldable Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

LP-ESD-FSC-6442

600x400x420

567x367x420

4.6

LP-ESD-FSC-6432

600x400x320

567x367x320

3.5

LP-ESD-FSC-6427

600x400x270

567x367x270

3.3

LP-ESD-FSC-6422

600x400x220

567x367x220

3

LP-ESD-FSC-4332

400x300x320

365x265x320

2.7

LP-ESD-FSC-4327

400x300x270

365x265x270

2.5

LP-ESD-FSC-4322

400x300x220

365x265x220

2.3

LP-ESD-FSC-6432
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Color
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
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LP-ESD-ST-3217

LP-ESD-ST-6417

LP-ESD-ST-6432

LP-ESD-ST-8632

ESD EURO Containers
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

LP-ESD-ST-8642

800x600x420

760x560x405

5.8

Black

LP-ESD-ST-8632

800x600x320

760x560x305

4.7

Black

LP-ESD-ST-8622

800x600x220

760x560x205

3.9

Black

LP-ESD-ST-8612

800x600x120

760x560x105

3

Black

LP-ESD-ST-6442

600x400x420

570x370x415

2.8

Black

LP-ESD-ST-6432

600x400x320

570x370x315

2.3

Black

LP-ESD-ST-6427

600x400x270

570x370x265

2

Black

LP-ESD-ST-6417

600x400x170

570x370x165

1.4

Black

LP-ESD-ST-6412

600x400x120

570x370x115

1.2

Black

LP-ESD-ST-4332

400x300x320

370x270x305

1.6

Black

LP-ESD-ST-4327

400x300x270

370x270x255

1.4

Black

LP-ESD-ST-4322

400x300x220

370x270x205

1.3

Black

LP-ESD-ST-4317

400x300x170

370x270x155

1

Black

LP-ESD-ST-3217

300x200x170

270x170x155

0.7

Black

LP-ESD-STLD-43

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-ESD-STLD-64
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Label holders
The label holders from Logistic Packaging are designed to
provide accurate and efficient identification for plastic boxes
and plastic containers’ content. In addition to the standard
range, our specialists are happy to design and develop
new models according to the specifications provided by
customers.
The special fixation system through welding, permanent
adhesive or rivets provide increased resistance against
external factors.
The label holders are made of plastic, PP or PET material and
also from metal. We provide several types: profile, pocket,
Odette, VDA, clip.

Our range of label holders include:

VDA label holder

Plastic label holder (any size available)
fixed by welding

Adhesive label holders,
any size available

Metallic label holder Galia Odette
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Adhesive transparent label holder
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Dollies
The dollies for boxes and crates are mainly designed
for internal handling. Used for displaying purposes, our
optimized dollies for containers can be a valuable marketing
tool for your company. 600x400 mm and 800x600 mm
footprint dollies are frequently used by retail companies
to bring goods from warehouse to their stores. They are a
perfect solution for handling containers in the production
area and also within the storage area.
The dollies can be equipped with polyamide or rubber
wheels – the wheel assembly is made out of stainless steel.

Our range of dollies include:
Product reference

Maximum load (kg)

Dimesnsions(mm)

Color

LP-DLL-8060

820x620

Grey

250

LP-DLL-6040

620x420

Red

250

LP-DLL-8060
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Plastic Pallets
Featuring long span and high tolerance to heavy loads,
the plastic pallets have become the most popular reusable
packing solution in all industries. Opened or closed decked,
with skids or feet, the plastic pallets are part of many
processes in the logistics flows. Unlike wood or cardboard
packaging, our plastic pallets do not retain water, leave no
splinters and prevent contamination and microorganisms
development. Their weight is always constant.
They are approved for food contact and easy to clean. Our
team can assist you in choosing the right type of pallet
according to your application’s specific needs.
Logistic Packaging offers plastic pallets with open deck,
closed deck, hygienic and display.

Our range of plastic pallets include:
Plastic Pallets Open Deck

Plastic Pallets Closed Deck

Display Plastic Pallets

Hygienic Plastic Pallets

Opened deck plastic pallets
feature safety rims around the
deck to prevent boxes from sliding
off the pallet’s surface. They are
strong and may sustain up to 3000
kg static load.

Amongst the major benefits of
the closed deck plastic pallets we
include multi-trip, high number
of exploitation cycles, easy to
maintain and clean and also the
recycling option. Robust and
sturdy, these pallets have been
designed for intensive handling
applications and medium/heavyduty loads. The maximum static
load can go up to 4800kg.

Our Display plastic pallets are used
as a powerful marketing tool for
the goods displayed in stores and
supermarkets improving your
company’s visual identity. The
plastic display pallets are used by
all supermarkets and hypermarket
chains and also by their suppliers
in the distribution activity.

Hygienic plastic pallets or
Cleanroom pallets were designed
for applications and environments
in which hygiene regulations and
standards are very high. Featuring
smooth surface and rounded
corners, our cleanroom pallets
are easy to clean and also prevent
dust and residual dirt to form.

The nesting option brings
significant savings of the storage
space.

These pallets are mainly used
by companies activating in
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food
and not only.

Light plastic pallets are ideal
for export activities and are
an excellent alternative to the
wooden one-way pallets. They do
not require special treatments and
comply with all current regulations
such as ISPM no 15.
Logistic Packaging can provide
accessories such as pallet
covers and label holders. All the
information can be found below.

Using
plastic
pallets
can
significantly reduce the total
logistics costs of your company.
Their advantages such as high
durability, absence of nails or
wood chips, ability to maintain
a constant weight over time
and recycling option lead
to maximizing logistic flow
performance.
Logistic Packaging team is happy
to assist you in choosing the
suitable pallet according to your
application.
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Logistic Packaging provides high
quality hygienic plastic pallets. We
are happy to share our knowledge
and expertise in this field and help
you choose the right type of pallet.
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Display Plastic Pallets
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

Static
load(kg)

Dynamic
load(kg)

LP-DPALL-S-8060

800x600x143

3.7

Black

1000

500

LP-DPALL-8060

800x600x143

3.1

Black

1000

500

LP-DPALL-6040

600x400x140

1.6

Black

500

250

LP-DPALL-8060

LP-DPALL-6040

Plastic Pallets - Open Deck
Color

Static
load(kg)

Dynamic
load(kg)

6.8

Black

1500

300

1200x1000x150

6.9

Black

1500

500

LP-ODP-1815

1200x800x150

12

Black,
Grey

3000

1000

LP-ODP-1115

1200x1000x150

15

Grey

3000

1000

External
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

LP-ODPL-1815

1200x800x150

LP-ODPL-1115

Product reference

LP-ODP-7340

LP-ODPL-1815

Racking
load(kg)
600
600

LP-H1-1280
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Plastic Pallets - Closed Deck
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

Static
load(kg)

Dynamic
load(kg)

Racking
load(kg)

LP-CDLP-1813

1200x800x134

6

Black

1200

600

-

LP-CDLP-1113

1200x1000x134

8.5

Black

1500

800

-

LP-CDP-1815

1200x800x150

12.5

Grey

3000

1000

600

LP-CDP-1115

1200x1000x150

15.3

Grey

3000

1000

600

LP-CDHP-1815

1200x800x150

15

Black

4800

1200

1000

LP-CDLP-1113

LP-CDP-1815

LP-CDHP-1815

Hygienic Plastic Pallets
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Color

Static
load(kg)

Dynamic
load(kg)

Racking
load(kg)

LP-CLP-1000

1200x1000x160
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Grey

5000

1250

1250

LP-CLP-800

1200x800x150

18

Grey

4800

1200

1200

LP-CLP-800
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Weight (kg)

LP-CLP-1000
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Foldable Large Containers
Our Foldable Large Containers or FLCs are ideal for heavy
load shipments on medium and large distances. The sturdy
base and side walls are made from high-quality injection
material, thus ensure content protection during transport
and storage. Its smooth surfaces allow easy cleaning and
maintenance.
The major advantages of our foldable big boxes include:
resistance to corrosive actions, no rust, no splinters and
humidity free.
Thanks to the optimized weight of these plastic containers,
they allow storing and transporting a greater number
of components and products than with the steel large
containers considering the maximum tonnage of trucks.

Our range of foldable large containers include:
Product reference

External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

Weight (kg)

Color

LP-FLC-BPB-1897

1200x800x970

1150x750x670

23.5

Grey

LP-FLC-BPB-1196

1200x1000x1170

1150x950x859

24.5

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1210-3

1200x1000x1000

1110x910x820

45

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1210-2

1200x1000x1000

1110x910x820

47

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1210-1

1200x1000x1000

1110x910x820

42

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1208-3

1200x800x1000

1110x710x820

39

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1208-2

1200x800x1000

1110x710x820

41

Grey

LP-FLC-G-1208-1

1200x800x1000

1110x710x820

37

Grey

LP-FLC-8610

800x600x1032

756x556x873

23.5

Black

LP-FLC-K-1208-2

LP-FLC-K-1208-2.2

LP-FLC-K-1208-2.3
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Plastic Pallet Boxes
The Plastic pallet boxes from Logistic Packaging represent
the ideal solution for transporting and handling heavy
loads. These big pallet containers ensure goods’ protection
and sustain heavy loads. Plastic pallet boxes are popular in
all industries, and are used in a wide variety of applications
such as agriculture, food, automotive and more.
Logistic Packaging can personalize the pallet boxes
according to customers’ specifications.

Our range of plastic pallet boxes include:
External
dimensions(mm)

Internal
dimensions(mm)

LP-IB-P-1211

1200x1000x1000

1110x910x820

42

Grey

LP-IB-P-1218

1200x1000x790

1110x910x610

24.5

Grey

LP-IB-1878

1200x800x760

1110x710x600

31.5

Grey

LP-IB-1860

1200x800x580

1110x710x420

27

Grey

LP-IB-1313-78

1130x1130x760

1040x1040x605

37

Grey

LP-IB-1211-78

1200x1100x780

1110x1010x605

38

Grey

LP-IB-1178

1200x1000x760

1110x910x605

38.5

Grey

LP-IB-1160

1200x1000x580

1110x910x425

33

Grey

Product reference

LP-IB-1178
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Weight (kg)

LP-IB-1878

Color
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Customized Products
Using its experience in the packaging field and deep
knowledge of market trends in industrial packing area,
Logistic Packaging team constantly develops tailored
solutions for its customers.
We welcome your challenging ideas and requirements and
would like to assure you that we are determined, reliable
and passionate about creating efficient logistic solutions for
your company.

Our range of customized products include:

Product name

Description

Dolly Transfer Pallet

The dolly transfer pallet’ surface is designed to support four
600x400 mm dollies. The dollies can be easily unloaded
and moved to the production area together with the crates.
Thus, this innovative solution eliminates logistic processes
such as transferring the goods from supplier’s packaging to
production boxes or containers. For more information, please
see the technical datasheet. Reduce you logistic costs using
Dolly Transfer Pallet!

Picking box

Dimensions 409x313x300 mm
Easy access to the content when the boxes are stacked one on
top of the other.
Returnable packaging for egg storage and distribution.

Egg trays

Represents an alternative (multi-trip) to the classical cardboard
packaging.

Thermoformed products

Corrugated plastic

Thermoformed trays, inlayers and dividers
We can develop products made of corrugated plastic such as:
foldable and stackable boxes, dividers and inlayers.
We can produce a wide range of customized products to meet

Other products

our customers’ needs. E.g Container with special dimensions
through cutting and welding technology, special textile
dividers, foam trays and inlayers etc.
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Dolly Transfer Pallet

Picking box

Egg trays

Thermoformed trays

Corrugated plastic - special size boxes

Foam - special trays and inserts

Textile dividers

Logistic Packaging
Piata Montreal, nr. 10, World Trade Center, intrarea F
Bucur
România , sector 1 – 011469
Tel: +4 021 202 32 38
Fax: +4021 202 31 00
contact@logisticpackaging.com

